
April  is  Second Chance Month,  a  month  to  celebrate  and  raise

awareness of justice-involved people and the work reentry organizations like

TRI do to support second chances.

Many  of  our  members  share  similar  backgrounds:  adverse  childhood
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experiences,  histories  of  violent  relationships,  chronic  poverty,  trauma,  and

insufficient access to medical  and behavioral  health care to treat underlying

mental health issues and substance abuse.

Understanding these challenges, TRI has sought to address the needs of the

whole person through our programming. Today, TRI provides comprehensive

wraparound support and therapeutic services to members in one spot, reducing

barriers to care and restoring dignity and respect to the reentry process.

Yet,  our  work  continues.  People  are  released into  communities  that  are  ill-

prepared to welcome them and that perpetuate their stigmatization as formerly

incarcerated individuals.

During our recent Fireside Chats, we dove into these challenges and shared

our  strategic  plan  to  continue  addressing  members'  needs  and  reducing

barriers to stability and self-sufficiency.

If  you missed this important  update,  keep an eye out  for  the Fireside Chat

recording in a separate email. You can read more about the four pillars of TRI's

strategic plan here and below.
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2  Members completed certification training

8  Members obtained employment
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10  Members retained their employment for more than 90 days

TRI's Executive Director Emily Kleeman joined The Crime Report's panel Navigating

Reentry, speaking directly to journalists from major news outlets across the country,

to share how TRI is revolutionizing reentry through its unique wraparound model of

care. Watch the replay to learn how organizations are meeting the needs of returning

citizens, from working directly with individuals to advocating for expanded rights.

Support TRI Member-owned Businesses!

Let Alexandra, Canine Soul Companions Certified Dog Trainer in Boulder, help you

create a long-lasting bond between you and your SOUL Companion. Call (720)

288-4973 for your FREE consultation.

Horn's Finest Decorative Cakes in Lyons specializes in cakes for every occasion.

Visit @hornsfinestdecorativecakes on Instagram to see some of his recent designs

and to learn more. Call or text (720) 818-1002 to order a cake for your next

celebration.
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What we call people matters. People who are impacted by these [criminal justice]

systems deserve the dignity that they are too often denied. We can show them

respect by using language that centers their personhood and asserts their

humanity. - Vera
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